Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor mac: [ID 469746 kern.info] NOTICE: nge0 registered
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor isa: [ID 202937 kern.notice] ISA-device: pit_bEEP1
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor kern.notice: pit_bEEP1 is /pci@0,0/isa@3/pit_bEEP
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] fcp0 is /pseudo/fcp@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: dcpo0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] dcpo0 is /pseudo/dcpo@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: dtrace0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] dtrace0 is /pseudo/dtrace@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: fasttrap0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] fasttrap0 is /pseudo/fasttrap@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: fbt0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] fbt0 is /pseudo/fbt@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: lockstat0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] lockstat0 is /pseudo/lockstat@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: profile0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] profile0 is /pseudo/profile@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: sdt0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] sdt0 is /pseudo/sdt@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: systrace0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] systrace0 is /pseudo/systrace@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: tc0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] tc0 is /pseudo/tc@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: stmf0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] stmf0 is /pseudo/stmf@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: pool0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] pool0 is /pseudo/pool@0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pseudo-device: nsmb0
Jan 25 03:01:45 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] nsmb0 is /pseudo/nsmb@0
Jan 25 03:01:46 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] fssnap0 is /pseudo/fssnap@0
Jan 25 03:01:46 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] fssnap0 is /pseudo/fssnap@0
Jan 25 03:01:46 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] pool0 is /pseudo/pool@0
Jan 25 03:01:46 openindiana-stor pseudo: [ID 129642 kern.notice] pool0 is /pseudo/pool@0
Jan 25 03:01:46 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 936769 kern.notice] bridge1001 registered
Jan 25 03:01:50 openindiana-stor genunix: [ID 702911 daemon.notice] Set syslog logging to level: LOG_NOTE
Jan 25 03:01:57 openindiana-stor mac: [ID 738570 kern.info] NOTICE: nge0 unregistered